
Muellners Foundation has
appointed fintech influencer
Prasanna Lohar from India on
its governing Board.

Copenhagen, Denmark/Mumbai, India: Muellners Foundation
today announces that Prasanna Lohar has joined the Foundation
on its ‘Finscale Steering Committee’.

Prasanna is a fintech influencer with more than 18 years of
experience in engineering, product development, and digital
transformation.  He is currently the Chief Innovation Officer(CIO)
of DCB Bank, one of India’s leading banks, delivering digital
platform solutions. 

Prasanna also co-chairs blockchain sub committee of FICCI (The
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry). He is a
member of the IAMAI, IDRBT, and fintech forums in different
states of the country. He also mentors startups across various
Atal Incubation Centers. He has advised above 250+ fintech
startups during the course of DCB's Innovation Carnival.

Prasanna is a regular figure in international conferences and fin-
tech summits as a public speaker, presenting his views on
blockchain, financial technology, and architectural innovations.
He has been building industry collaborations for disruptive
product innovations in India's fin-tech ecosystem.

Muellners Foundation states that it looks forward to closely
working with Prasanna Lohar on advancing its agenda of
financial inclusion. In the foundation, he will contribute to open
source technology - Finscale project.

For more info on the Muellners Foundation.

Muellners Foundation maintains open source projects such as
Bitrupee, Finscale and promotes other open source technologies
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like Apache Fineract.

Press release distributed by Media Pigeon on behalf of Pressat,
on Jul 22, 2021. For more information subscribe and   follow us.
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